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The Particle Wavepacket Model is a handy
application specially designed to display the

time evolution of a free initial Gaussian
wave packet in position and momentum
space. The initial width of the position-

space wavepacket can be changed with the
slider. The wave packet is free, that is the

wave packet potential energy is zero
everywhere. A constant electric field is
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included in the default model. The model is
for non-relativistic particles. The model can

be used to investigate a number of
fundamental concepts in physics. The
detailed description of the model is

presented in the Application Guide, which is
linked from the Help Menu. Notes: The

application has been written in Pascal. It is
programmed using Object Pascal and is
64-bit and Windows (Win32) only. The

application works with 64-bit OS-versions.
Exiting the application will also terminate
the user program. User programs are the

property of the developer. Visit the Official
Web Site to visit the official Particle
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Wavepacket Model web site. Visit the
Developer's Web Site for the developer's
personal web site. Clonezilla - Free Open
Source CD / DVD Restoration Software
Clonezilla is free open source CD/DVD

recovery and repair software. This efficient
freeware can help you repair and recover
accidentally deleted data from CD/DVDs.

Clonezilla is freeware and works in a simple
way. You can easily recover files and

folders with the help of this software. The
program allows you to recover deleted files,
folders, ISO and BIN files. Clonezilla is a

highly efficient and easy to use data
recovery software. It is useful in case when
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you have accidentally deleted your files or
folders. The application has been developed

using Delphi 7. Clonezilla Free Version:
Clonezilla Homepage: Version History:

Version 2.x Released: Sep-20-2007. This
version is based on V2.x of Clonezilla,

which is under constant development and
improvement. This version improves

Clonezilla's support for data recovery from
ISO files (including removal of the.isofile

and.cdimage filenames), improved
reliability for deleted file recovery,

improved data recovery of portable media
files, fixing a number of bugs, etc. If you

use this software, please consider supporting
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The Rinzo XML Editor is a program for
editing XML documents. For general

information, see Features: -- Window based
(MDI) -- External editing options: -- Move a

part or a whole document -- Edit tags --
Split a document into parts, allow copying

and pasting of parts -- Load and save
documents from/to a disk -- Export to other

XML editors -- Edit mode: -- Enter the
required field: -- Set element value -- For
int element: Enter the integer value -- For
double element: Enter the double value --
For string element: Enter the string -- For
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text element: Enter the text -- Remove
element -- Move element: Set new position
-- Delete element: Delete old position -- Cut
element: Copy old position -- Copy element:
Paste old position -- Paste element: Set new
position -- Undo last action: Remove last tag

-- Add an extra tag: Add an extra tag --
Undo last extra tag: Remove extra tag --

Undo tag: Remove last tag -- Add tag: Add a
tag -- Edit tag: Edit tag information -- Clear
tag information: Remove tag -- Ignore case:

Ignore case -- Style text: 1d6a3396d6
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Particle Wavepacket Model For PC

-----------------------------------------------------
Just open the File menu and select Display
the properties of the given Gaussian
wavepacket.
-----------------------------------------------------
After choosing Display the properties of the
given Gaussian wavepacket the Time
dependent position and momentum
properties are displayed in the main
window. The Gaussian wavepacket is thus
displayed as it evolves with time in the
position and momentum space.
-----------------------------------------------------
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The wave packet itself can be updated and
animated by a mouse click anywhere on the
plot. The plot can be saved in the.png
format as a Bitmap file.
-----------------------------------------------------
You can change the values of the time,
width and momentum which are displayed
in the main window. You can also adjust the
time axis in seconds.
-----------------------------------------------------
The program itself is a relatively simple
program with an easy to use User interface.
Changelog: Version 1.03 - bug-fix: (search
for "MaximumMomentum") version 1.03 -
bug-fix: (search for "ZMaximum") version
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1.02 - bug-fix: (search for "missing
variable") version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for
"ZitIntegral") version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search
for "momentum-space") version 1.01 - bug-
fix: (search for "proper momentum-space")
version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for "position-
space") version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for
"missed button") version 1.01 - bug-fix:
(search for "missing window") version 1.01
- bug-fix: (search for "it no longer shows the
plots") version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for "it
no longer scales the ticks") version 1.01 -
bug-fix: (search for "missing transp")
version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for "missing
scale") version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for
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"mouse needs to be clicked") version 1.01 -
bug-fix: (search for "too many buttons")
version 1.01 - bug-fix: (search for "missing
reload-form") version 1.01 - bug-fix:
(search for "add debug if possible") version
1.01 - bug

What's New in the Particle Wavepacket Model?

There are three basic ingredients to the
PWM: (1) A routine that can be used for the
propagation of an initial wave packet in
position and momentum space, (2) A
routine that can be used for the calculation
of the wave packet's wavefunction (i.e., the
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probability density of finding the particle at
a particular position), and (3) A routine for
plotting the wavepacket. The main routine:
The main routine PWM is an iteration-less
particle-wavepacket propagation routine. It
has two internal parameters: 1. r = m(length
of the internel box (in momentum space) in
which the wavepacket is supposed to move
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System Requirements For Particle Wavepacket Model:

* Recommended: Intel Core 2 Duo E7400
or better, 2.8Ghz+, 4GB RAM, ATI Radeon
2600 or better, NVIDIA GeForce 8800GTX
or better. * Minimum: Intel Core 2 Duo
T6600, 2.4Ghz+, 2GB RAM, ATI Radeon
HD 3200. * NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT
minimum. * ATI Radeon HD 2600
minimum. * At least 1024x768 or greater
resolution. * Windows XP, Vista, Windows
7, Windows 8.
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